MODEL 206-2 Motion Alert & Annunciator
Operating Instruction

PARTS NAME AND FUNCTION
1. Sensor
2. Volume Switch. Off, Low, High
3. Three Setting Tone Control. Position: 1 - 8 note melody
   2 - 2 repeated tones
   3 - 2 alternating tones
4. Hanging hole, for wall mounting
5. Battery compartment

BATTERY INSTALLATION
This unit operates on 3VDC, batteries using 2 pieces UM-2, size "C" 1.5V (R14) batteries or equivalent. Press and slide out the battery door, insert batteries into the battery compartment with correct polarity as indicated, wrong polarity may damage unit.

LOCATION OF UNIT
Face the sensor parallel to person’s walking direction, stable lighting condition required, not suitable for flashing or too dim light condition. Do not face the sensor towards any moving or vibrating object, otherwise the unit will be mis-triggered.

OPERATION
You can place the unit on table or hang it on wall. Slide the Power Switch to the "LOW" or "HIGH" position, melody will sound instantly and then it will stop. When someone passes the sending area, the unit will activate the melody or tones automatically and then stop.

REMARKS:
This unit will self-activate when the battery becomes weak; when there are any abnormal functions from the unit, first check the batteries and replace with new ones.
Batteries should be removed during long periods of disuse to avoid possible leakage.
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